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a ‘go-to’ reference for anybody looking to learn about, or adopt, circular 
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could not be more timely.’
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implementation of circular thinking, with tangible and meaningful exam-
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‘Catherine Weetman’s ambition seems to me to be to set the agenda for busi-
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Circular Economy Handbook for Business and Supply Chains, does just 
that. With elegance and flair, this book promises to open people’s eyes, 
rewire their thinking and reset aspirations for what can be achieved by the 
intelligent application of these ideas. Weetman is a provocative thinker and 
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and much needed change.’
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tools and techniques to effectively manage their chains. This book provides 
a comprehensive treatment of topics influencing the circular economy  
across a variety of sectors and provides valuable guidance for managing 



supply chains. An abundance of case examples, tools and learning resources 
within this book will be extremely beneficial to students, academics and 
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Professor Samir Dani, Professor of Logistics and Supply Chain Management, 
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the very clear structure and the way that the wider context is integrated into 
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